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1.0  Introduction and summary

This document reports on the performances of the ERS-2 RA during nominal operations a

the quality of the RA fast delivery products (URA) in the period between 3rd April and 12th June
2000, corresponding to cycles 52 and 53.

The results reported in each section concern, apart from a summary of the daily quality c
made within the PCS, an explanation of the major events that have impacted the performan
ing the last cycle.

After the increasing pattern at the beginning which corresponds to the commissioning pha
the last period the AGC Openloop Calibration values are following a decreasing pattern whic
be related to instrumental ageing.

For the HTL Openloop Calibration the overall increasing pattern is easy to notice, being the
part related to the commissioning phase. It is superimposed to sudden variations (jumps)
values in correspondence to instrument anomalies. In particular, for these two cycles, no jum
the Openloop HTL Calibration are noticeable since no anomaly occurred.

Over the last period the Ultra Stable Oscillator drift measurements slope tend to be lower t
was before (smaller negative value). Since the beginning of the year 1999 the values of the
frequency are likely to follow a different trend respect to what they did before that date. Sta
from cycle 46 the amount of values following that different trend is big enough to cause the
all trend passing from a negative value of 8.9 mm/year to a negative value of 8.7 mm/year.
specific investigations it has been found that starting from November the 21st 1998 the slope has
assumed a value of 7.1 mm/year. This fact cannot be correlated to a particular event regard
instrument itself; anyway it does not introduce further errors in the Radar Altimeter mea
ments, being the USO frequency regularly measured and the appropriated correction evalu

Within the single cycle time extent, the trend for all the instrument internal parameters appe
be quite stable. On the mission time scale among the parameters not affected by orbit-sy
nous variation only the HPA Transmitted Power and the Helix Current show a variable beha
Among those parameters which do suffer of orbit-synchronous variations the temperature
show a very slow increasing trend while the only current parameter reveals a slow decre
drift.

The IF Filter Shape was monitored during cycle 52 and 53. This exercise showed that the ch
with reference to the beginning of the mission (reference shape evaluated on 5-May-1995)
in average, limited to ca. 0.035 dB; being the biggest variations relative to the first part of the
bank (low filter numbers). More generally, the IF Filter shape is affecting the received echo s
within the filter bank. For this reason it has an influence on all the RA retrieved parameters
Range, Sigma_0 and Significant Wave Height) being their evaluation based on the received
form profile. Investigations are on going in order to assess the impact of the IF Filter shape
tions on the RA retrieved geophysical parameters.

During cycles 52 and 53 the Radar Altimeter off-nadir pointing continued to be monitored. I
been found that the overall mispointing time series lies around a value of and tha
change of the piloting system (ref. Cyclic Report for cycles 50 and 51, APP-ADQ/PCS/RA
003, par. 4.6), did not have a relevant impact on it. Special investigations have been perform
assess the influence on the RA geophysical parameters and the conclusions are the follow

0.084
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• The SWH has not been influenced by the change of the platform piloting system (result 
firmed also by ECMWF); the impact is of -4.9 mm.

• The impact on the Range, being of -1.2 mm, can be considered negligible.

• The impact on the Sigma_0, being of 0.047 dBs, can be disregarded.

In relation to the fast delivery products analysis the following conclusions can be drawn:

• During cycle 52 all the parameters showed very good performances.

• During cycle 53 the parameters which behaviour have been worse than average are: We
ospheric Correction and Blank Products.

Starting from the beginning of November 1999 the Sigma_0 and the Wind Speed have bee
veyed more carefully and it has been found out that:

• On the 16th of January the Sigma_0 was affected by a decrease of about 0.2-0.3 dBs wh
caused the Wind Speed to increase of about 0.5 m/s. Even if it has been extensively inv
ed during the last period, no instrumental problem has been pin-pointed to explain the e
This allow us to identify the cause of the drop in a anomalous event regarding the anten
the Front End Electronics which are not included in the Internal Calibration path. The valu
the Fast Delivery parameters will be soon corrected with the introduction of a new Look 
Table.
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2.0  Calibration Performances

The calibration measurements performed operationally for the Radar Altimeter are execute
the internal calibration technique. It is not an end-to-end absolute calibration because som
ments like some ferrite circulators, waveguides and the antenna are outside the calibratio
but makes a relative calibration of time dependent variations in the instrument measure
caused by thermal variation around the orbit as well as ageing effects. There are three types
ibration measurements: The Openloop Calibration, the Scanning Point Target Response (
Calibration and the Ultra Stable Oscillator (USO) Calibration. The Openloop Calibration, is r
ed to two parameters: the altimetric range and the received power which is then related to th
malized backscattering coefficient (Sigma_0). The Openloop Calibration is dedicated in part
to correct for the thermal orbital variation. It does anyway take into account variabilities due t
strument ageing. The SPTR and USO Calibration are performed to keep under control time
ed effects on some reference parameters used in the evaluation of the altimetric range.

2.1  Openloop Calibration

2.1.1  Automatic Gain Control (AGC)

The received power in the Radar Altimeter, during nominal tracking operations, is automat
attenuated of amplified by the instrument aiming to have the best detection of the signal. In
to calibrate the value of that attenuation, a measurement is performed every minute using a
transmitted impulse called Point Target Response. In this case the impulse is not sent
ground but, after transmission, is redirected to the receive along the calibration path. The c
tion mode measures the variations of the Point Target Response power due to the interna
tronics of the instrument. The attenuation or amplification of the signal is performed respec
Reference Power defined at the beginning of the mission as described by the following form

Where:

AF: Calibration sigma_0 correction value

MWA(i): Waveform Samples

K4: Power reference value for Openloop Calibration

The values measured with this technique, after smoothing, are added to the sigma_0 me
ments during the on-ground processing. The AGC Openloop Calibration trend since the b
ning of the mission is plotted in the following picture. Every value represents the average ove
orbit; this hides the orbital variations in the AGC values, which otherwise would be clear. Th

A
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creasing pattern at the beginning corresponds to the commissioning phase. In the last per
AGC Openloop Calibration values are following a decreasing pattern which can be related
strumental ageing.

2.1.2  Height Tracking Loop (HTL)

The Radar Altimeter, during nominal tracking operations, measures the time delay the trans
impulse takes to travel to the ground and back, including the internal path. In order to calibra
equivalent length of the internal path, a measurement is performed every minute using a s
transmitted impulse called Point Target Response (PTR). In this case the impulse is not sen
ground but, after transmission, is redirected to the receive along the calibration path. The c
tion measures the variations in the delay time the Point Target Response signal takes to
through the entire length of the calibration path; or, in other words, the variation of the calibr
path equivalent length. The measurements are performed with reference to the centre of the
ing window. The overall calibration correction value is given by the following formula:

where:

TF: Calibration height correction value

Nf: derived centre of the Point Target response

kf: conversion factor from filter units to time

K1: delay time to the range window position

T
F

N f 32–( )k f K1+=
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First the position of the PTR in the tracking window is determined (where the centre of the t
ing window is identified by filter number 32) and then the position of the tracking window is
tablished and added. During the openloop calibration only the position of the PTR within
tracking window is observable and the window position is assumed as know. Anyway for the
bration to be accurate, also this last parameter has to kept under control and its stability to
sessed. This can be done via the SPTR Calibration described in par. 2.3. The values me
with this technique, after smoothing, are added to the altimeter measurements during th
ground processing. As for all the time delay measurements in the Radar Altimeter, the me
ment unit for the Openloop HTL calibration is a frequency derived from the USO one. In ca
instrument anomaly, the HTL measurements can show very sudden variations in their value
are probably due to an asymmetry of the reference clock and to a variation of the equiv
length of an internal subsystem. The HTL Openloop Calibration trend since the beginning o
mission is plotted in the following picture. Every value represents the average over one orbi
hides the orbital variations in the HTL values, which otherwise would be clear. The overa
creasing pattern is easy to notice, being the first part related to the commissioning phase. I
perimposed to sudden variations (jumps) of the values in correspondence to instru
anomalies. In particular, for these two cycles, no jumps in the Openloop HTL Calibration ar
ticeable since no anomaly occurred.

2.2  Ultra Stable Oscillator (USO)

Every time delay measurement performed by the Radar Altimeter, both in tracking and calib
modes, uses, as measurement unit, a clock frequency derived from the Ultra Stable Oscillat
Any variation in that reference clock could cause an error the time delay measurements an
sequently on the altimetric range estimation. For this reason the USO is kept under cont
mean of a weekly measurement of a derived frequency, which nominal value is 15 MHz. The
put of this campaign is used by ESRIN/PCS to calculate, every week, a correction value to b
ed to the range measurements in order account for any variation of the internal clock and
enhance the quality of the data. The following picture shows the USO measurements trend
the beginning of the mission. It has to be noticed that during the last period, the Ultra Stabl
cillator drift measurements slope tend to be lower than it was before (smaller negative v
7
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Since the beginning of the year 1999 the values of the USO frequency are likely to follow a d
ent trend respect to whet they did before that date. Since cycle 46 we had noticed that the a
of values following that different trend was big enough to cause the overall trend passing fr
negative value of 8.9 mm/year to a negative value of 8.7 mm/year. After specific investigatio
has been found that since November the 21st 1998 the slope has assumed a value of 7.1 mm/ye
This fact cannot be correlated to a particular event regarding the instrument itself; the expla
could be a high amount of magnetic or X rays in the space outside the spacecraft which
cause a frequency change in this kind of devices. Anyway this does not introduce further err
the Radar Altimeter measurements, being the USO frequency regularly measured and the
priated correction evaluated.

2.3  Scanning Point Target Response (SPTR)

During the Radar Altimeter operations all the time delay measurements are performed calcu
the position of the received echo within the tracking window with reference to its centre.
range value equivalent to the tracking window centre has been evaluated prior to launch an
considered to be stable. After launch it has been noticed that value was not stable, on the co
it was affected by abrupt changes in correspondence to instrument anomalies. The origina
is anyway still used as reference for the time delay measurements both in tracking and calib
modes. The cause of those jumps has been identified in an internal clock asymmetry; in o
determine the position of the tracking window centre, correcting for the clock asymmetry eff
a dedicated Scanning Point Target Response campaign is performed every day. The basic
for the measurement campaign is the study of the positions, within the tracking window, of d
ent PTR related to different trigger positions. Every day, the output of this campaign is use
ESRIN/PCS to calculate a range correction value which takes into account the discrepanc
tween the operationally used tracking window position values and the measured one. Thos
rection values have to be added to the range measurements in order to improve the quality
data. The campaign was previously performed every three days and it could happen that tw
sequent anomalies occur without that an SPTR campaign was performed. Knowing that the
tion of the tracking window is affected by abrupt changes related to instrument anomalies,
period between the two anomalies it would not have been possible to determine the exact po
8
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The SPTR correction values history is reported in the following picture showing clearly the ju
in correspondence to the instrument anomalies. It is worthwhile to notice in the plot tha
jumps in the SPTR correction value are much less frequent after the summer 1997. This is r
to a patch in the on-board software performed on July the 14th 1997, aimed to reduce the frequen
cy of occurrence of the most common anomaly for the Radar Altimeter. That anomaly is den
nated “Memory Checksum Violation” and consists in the change of a bit’s value in the inte
memory due to casual electric discharge. During cycles 52 and 53 the instrument did not su
any anomaly, indeed no jump is visible during this period of time.

2.3.1  SPTR and HTL Openloop Calibration Corrections Correlation

Observing the plots related to the SPTR and the HTL Openloop Calibration corrections tr
both affected by jumps in their values in correspondence to instrument anomalies; it would b
sonable to think that the values of the two corrections could be in some way correlated. Thi
could be furthermore supported by the fact that the techniques the two calibrations are imple
ed with are very similar, both basing on the measurement of the Point Target Response in
delay.

Considering that the SPTR calibration is aimed to correct for the abrupt changes in the tra
window centre position which is the reference for the HTL Openloop calibration and suppo
that the HTL Openloop calibration would follow a logarithmic trend when not affected by jum
the following algorithm was implemented. For each interval between two instrument anom
(inter-anomaly period), a differential value was calculated between the theoretical HTL loga
mic trend and the average over that period of the real HTL Openloop calibration series. That
was then correlated with the corresponding SPTR correction one.

Hereafter, in the first plot, the HTL Openloop calibration trend, its average over every inter-a
aly period and the theoretical logarithmic behaviour are plotted. Only HTL Openloop calibra
values lower than the median over every inter-anomaly period have been considered in o
eliminate the influence of the high HTL variability. The scatter plot between the just descr
differential values and the corresponding SPTR correction values is reported in the second fi
9
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The low correlation coefficient value and the scatter plot itself reveal that the expected corre
is not in practice realised. The knowledge of the instrument and the calibrations technique
explain the evidence as follows. Even if both the SPTR and HTL Openloop calibrations are e
ed by the clock asymmetry which causes a certain similarity in the their behaviours, the
Openloop calibration is affected by a secondary effect, also happening in correspondence
strument anomalies, which causes the numerical uncorrelation. The secondary effect jus
tioned can be identified in the delay line equivalent length variation due to the inte
temperature change often associated with instrument anomalies.
10
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3.0  Instrument performance

The instrument performances are assessed monitoring the following parameters:

• Acquisition Percentage: the percentage of products in Acquisition Mode both for cycles 5
and since the beginning of the mission. It is useful to determine the capability of the instru
in performing meaningful measurements.

• Internal Instrument Parameters for cycles 52 and 53. They are important to keep track
status of every subsystem internal to the instrument, try to establish correlation with eve
variations in the measured quantities (e.g. Range, Sigma_0 and Significant Wave Heigh
with instrument malfunctioning.

• IF Filter Shape for cycles 52-53 and trend of the difference respect to the shape the IF
had at the beginning of the mission (e.g. on the 5th of May 1995). This is important in order to
monitor if and how the waveforms are distorted by this component inside the instrument a
how distortions have been changing during the mission lifetime.

• Off-nadir pointing trend since the beginning of the mission. This is important in order to a
if the RA antenna really points at nadir being this one the of the main requirements for a
RA data processing.

3.1  Acquisition Percentage

During nominal operations the Radar Altimeter works alternatively in Acquisition and Track
Modes. In Acquisition Mode the instruments adjust cyclically its internal parameters in ord
reach the best reception of the backscattered echo. In this mode the instrument cannot p
any meaningful measurement. When the internal parameters are set to their optimum valu
the best reception of the echo in those particular conditions, the instrument switches automa
to Tracking Mode. In Tracking Mode the instrument can perform meaningful measuremen
change in the environment the instrument is flying over (in particular the slope of the ter
cause the instrument to adjust again its internal parameters to obtain the best reception. If it
to perform the adjustment without switching again to Acquisition Mode, we can affirm that th
strument “maintains the lock” with the backscattered signal; the most the instrument sta
Tracking Mode, the better its performances can be considered. Considered the working c
just described, it easily to understand that zones characterised by high terrain slope var
(like mountainous and coastal zones) cause the instrument to loose the lock and conseq
force him to work in Acquisition Mode for an high percentage of time. The amount of oc
products in Acquisition and Tracking Modes for cycles 52 and 53 is reported in the following
tures together with the percentage of products in Acquisition Mode respect to the total. Th
centage of products in Acquisition Mode is, in general, lower than the one reported for any
cycle previous cycle 41. The values of that parameter during, for example, cycle 40, were,
erage, lying around 1.95% (in previous reports the value 1.8% had been reported but a more
rate observation allows us to affirm that a higher value is more appropriate); in this cas
values lye around 1.6%. This is due to the change of the Ice/Ocean mask used for the Rad
timeter operations, mentioned more in detail in the chapter dedicated to the Instrument M
avoiding the instrument to often switch to Acquisition Mode when flying over costal zones.
decrease of Acquisition Mode percentage can be noticed also in the Tracking Performance
since the beginning of the mission plotted subsequently. Here the two burst of higher values
to the beginning are relative to periods when the internal parameters have been manually c
for tests.
11
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3.2  Internal Instrument Parameters

During nominal operations several engineering parameters characterizing many of the instr
subsystems are constantly measured and transmitted to the ground. The parameters are m
with a frequency of one sample every 16 seconds and mainly consist of power, current, v
and temperature at different points inside the instrument. They are useful in order to have a
insight of the behaviour of the instrument and can be used to identify eventual malfunctioni
anomalous functioning.

3.2.1  Internal Instrument Parameters Trends

For detailed information on the internal instrument parameters long term trends: http://ers
rp.esoc.esa.de/

The internal instrument parameters can be subdivided into two categories:

• Parameters not influenced by the temperature outside the instrument thus not presenting
tions synchronous with the orbit. They are plotted in the following pictures where all the va
(one every 16 seconds) are displayed and the discrimination due to the quantization is e
notice.

The trend for all the parameters appears to be quite stable.

The only parameters showing variations over the mission time scale are the HPA Transm
Power and the Helix Current. The two parameters had been following a very slow decre
trend since the beginning of the mission until cycle 37 (November 1998) when the decre
became slightly more important. Since cycle 45 (August 1999) the Helix Current trend st
slowly to increase while the decreasing of the HPA Transmitted Power became again le
ticeable. Those variations are so slow that they are not detectable in one or two cycle
scale.
13
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• Parameters influenced by the temperature outside the instrument thus presenting var
synchronous with the orbit. They are displayed in the following pictures after the daily m
has been calculated.

Within few cycles time extent, the trends for all the parameters are quite stable; the mo
them even maintain the same value during the whole period. An exception to this is give
the ICU temperature which shows, in the daily average, variations up to one degree. Most
ably the actual variation inside the instrument is not so significant. The more substantia
degree variation noticeable in the plot is, possibly, due to the quantization of the telem
measurements and the way they are transformed from binary into engineering values.

On the other hand, considering the whole mission period, the temperature parameters he
reported show a very slow increasing trend which makes the values being from 4% to 6%
er than they were after the commissioning phase. The only current parameter shows a sl
creasing trend of the same magnitude.
15
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3.2.2  Internal Instrument Parameters and Instrument Anomalies

The internal instrument parameters are very useful in controlling the status of the instrument
cially in case of instrument anomalies. They allow a better understanding of its behaviour d
the different phases of the operational status recovery and help to identify the different typ
anomalies occurred.

During cycles 52 and 53 no instrument anomaly occurred. The table hereafter reports the da
a short explanation for every of them (in case they are present), if known at the time of the r
The information is made available at ESRIN/PCS by the ERS Mission Control Centre at ES

In the following pictures all the internal instrument parameters are plotted for day May theth.
For every plot all the values of the parameters (one every 16 seconds) are displayed togeth
the relative instrument mode (represented by the colours). In some cases the parameters
were not available while the instrument mode information was. In those cases the paramete
has been chosen to be a value out of the nominal range; so the displayed points much hig
much lower than the overall trend do not represent real values of the parameters but the
been used just to show the instrument mode.

During nominal operations the instrument works alternatively in Ocean and Ice mode. Depe
on the type of anomaly, when an anomaly occurs, sometimes the instrumental parameters
recorded sometimes they are. Anyway during the anomaly, or just after it, the instrument sw
to one of the not nominal modes like Stand By USO Off/On, Stand By SPSA Off/On recove
to the operational working modes via some of the following ones: Warm Up 0, Warm Up 1, W
Up 2. During cycles 52 and 53 there is no example of this since the instrument did not suf
any anomaly.

Hereafter the legend relative to the following pictures is reported showing all the possible in
ment modes for the Radar Altimeter. The percentages of every mode occurred during cyc
(in the first table) and 53 (in the second table) are also reported.

Table 1: Anomalies occurred during cycles 52 and 53

Anomaly Reason
17
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3.3  IF Filter Shape

Within the microwave section of the receiver, the Intermediate Frequency filter plays a ver
portant role. After being deramped and downconverted to intermediate frequency, the retur
nal is filtered in order to remove spurious components. The IF filter is made using a SAW d
and has a bandwidth of 3.2 MHz. The characteristics of this filter have a very critical role s
they can introduce distortions in the signal, which affect the waveform shape as it is seen w
the filter bank. It is easy to understand that, since the retrieval of the geophysical parame
based on the waveform shape, especially in case of application of retracking algorithm
waveform should not be distorted by instrumental effects. In any case, the distortions on th
nal, due to instrumental effects such as the IF filtering, have to be known and corrected. Th
pulse response of the filter has been retrieved making use of the Scanning Point Target Re
calibration data in ice mode. This operation mode allows to perform a sort of sampling of th
filter shape in the frequency domain. Using a spline function a more smoothed shape can
constructed in order to evaluate the filter attenuation on the signal for any position within the
bank.

The first two pictures reported hereafter give a vision of the IF Filter Shape behaviour respec
for cycles 52 and 53.

• The IF Filter Shape reported in the lowest panel of either picture is the filter impulse resp
power spectum normalised to the average integrated power in the filters range 30 to 59
middle panel represents the difference between the IF Filter Shape of the corresponding
(either 52 or 53) respect that evaluated on the 5th of May 1995 (reference shape); the diamon
represents the mean difference over the cycle for each of the 64 FFT samples while the
ranging from the minimum to the maximum in the cycle. The highest panel shows the IF F
Shape difference with the reference shape averaged over all the 64 FFT samples (also h
each bar is ranging from the minimum to the maximum over each filter) in function of tim

• In the lowest panel it is easy to notice that the normalised power values for FFT samples
33 have a big variations over the cycles and on the middle panel those samples show th
gest differences respect to the reference. What is estimated over those samples is not the
filter behaviour but it is caused by another instrumental effect (probably A/D conversion
DC offset) acting over the PTR pulses used in the retrieving process.

• What is evident is that the changes of the IF Filter Shape with reference to the beginning
mission are, in average, limited to ca. 0.035 dBs being the biggest variations relative to th
part of the filter bank (low filter numbers). This fact should insures that those shape varia
have a low impact on the Radar Altimeter performances since the waveform samples rela
the low number filters assume usually values close to zero. Anyway, as mentioned subse
ly, the different behaviour of the low and high filter numbers has been demonstrated to
the performances
20
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The two pages reported afterwards document trends of the IF filter characteristics differen
spect to the reference, for each of the 64 FFT samples averages over cycles have been calc

• The same observations can be made as for the cycle results: differences over samples 3
have been always quite big (being the values related to filters 31 and 32 even outside ou
ted range for a significant time span). The low filter number samples show the biggest d
ences which increase with time while the smaller differences related to the high filter nu
samples tend to slightly diminish with time. This effect causes the variation of the IF F
shape slope which has been shown to have a very big impact on the off-nadir pointing
(ref. par. 3.4). More generally, the IF Filter shape is affecting the received echo shape w
the filter bank. For this reason it has an influence on all the RA retrieved parameters
Range, Sigma_0 and Significant Wave Height) being their evaluation based on the rec
waveform profile. Investigations are on going in order to assess the impact of the IF
shape variations on the RA retrieved geophysical parameters.
23
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3.4  Off-Nadir Pointing

The Radar Altimeter is a nadir looking instrument. This means that the bore-sight of its an
pattern has to be perpendicular to the scene the Radar Altimeter looks at. Any variation
pointing angle (mispointing) degrades the measurements introducing errors on the three m
portant geophysical parameters derived from the raw data. For this reason the mispointing
has to be monitored in order to characterize its behaviour and eventually to evaluate a corr
to be applied to the Radar Altimeter measurements.

Furthermore during cycles 50 a special event occurred referring to the scheme with whic
ERS-2 satellite attitude is maintained. On the 7th of February 2000 a new software has been u
loaded in order to pilote the satellite with only one gyroscope while before the piloting has al
been performed with three of them. After a commissioning period of two weeks, the attitud
the ERS-2 platform is operationally maintained with one gyro. Since the change in attitude
trol could have affected the pointing performances of the Radar Altimeter, a tool was deve
which allows to keep under control the mispointing behaviour.

3.4.1  Method Description

The off-nadir pointing of the radar Altimeter has an impact on the shape of the averaged ret
waveform in the filter bank. Hereafter the method will be described which has been used
trieve the mispointing information from those echo waveforms and then to evaluate the misp
ing trend from the Radar Altimeter raw data.

The theoretical shape of the return waveform can be described, for small pointing error re
to the nadir direction, by the following formula. This when the echo has already been corr
for the antenna effects and when some approximations, valid for small , have been perfo
for t < 0

for t > 0

In order to put this in relation with the waveform representation in the filter bank (frequency
main) the time variablet has to be related to the FFT filter numbers. A FFT samplen represents a
time instanttn as: ; wheretc is the time delay corresponding to one FFT un
3.012 ns for ERS-2 depending on the chirp slope. The factor L is regulated by the Automatic
Control in order to have a predetermined average power value Pref. The factor takes into ac-
count the non spherical earth; depends on the 3dBs antenna aperture and is a compo
rameter taking into account the point target response -3dBs width and the rms height
backscattering points.

Considering the two equations previously reported it is possible to notice that: the mispoi
value has influence on the echo waveforms only for positive values of the time variablet and it
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has effect on the slope of the trailing edge of the echo shape which is proportional to . Th
lows the mispointing squared to be calculated using the following formula:

3.4.2  Data Processing Description

The Radar Altimeter raw data contain information over the echo waveforms in the frequenc
main with a frequency of 1/20 Hz. They have been processed and corrected in such a way t
waveforms obtained from them could be assimilated to the theoretical ones described in the
ous paragraph. Only data over ocean have been selected. For every data file containing
minutes of data the processing algorithm used to assess the average mispointing value
summarised as hereafter reported:

• The waveform information have been extracted from the raw data; 20 waveforms per se
are available which have been then normalised in order to prevent errors related to the
matic Gain Control loop behaviour.

• The waveforms have been corrected for the IF Filter Shape (ref. par. 3.3). This compens
an instrumental effect affecting the echo waveform in reality but which is not considered i
theoretical model used.

• The waveforms have been averaged over one second and corrected for antenna pattern

• One mispointing squared value per second has been evaluated using the formula reporte
previous paragraph. From the corrected echo shapes, the slope has been identified as th
the line which best fitted the samples related to FFT numbers 37 to 60.

• A sliding average with one minute window duration has been performed over the mispoi
squared time series. The mispointing time series has been obtained from it by mea
square root operation (eventual  negative values have been considered equal to zero)

• Assuming the mispointing squared distribution being gaussian (central limit theorem
considering that the mispointing can be defined as: for and

; the probability density function describing the mispointing statistics behaviour ca
represented with the following formula:

for

for

from which its mean value  can be derived as:
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where  and  are respectively the mispointing squared mean and standard deviatio

• The histogram of the mispointing time series has been evaluated and fitted to the theo
probability density function just described. From this procedure the two values and
have been retrieved with which the mispointing average value  has been determined.

3.4.3  Results

The off-nadir pointing analysis work has been performed on the Radar Altimeter raw data
ucts disseminated in fast delivery since the beginning of the ERS-2 mission. Every three da
minutes of raw data are available three hour after sensing. They are measured over the
Ocean within and latitude north. Those data have been analysed with the metho
scribed in par. 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 giving, as output, one mispointing value every three days f
main part of the mission.

On the other hand, during the period between 11th February and 11th March 2000, a larger numbe
of data has been processed in order to keep the off-nadir pointing behaviour under control in
sion of the new mono-gyro piloting software commissioning phase (ref. Cyclic Report for cy
50 and 51, APP-ADQ/PCS/RA00-003, par. 4.6).

Two important considerations have to be made at this point:

• The Radar Altimeter waveforms undergo several corrections during the processing. The
the antenna and the IF Filter correction which do influence a lot the outcome of the exerci
particular, during this study, the processing to retrieve the mispointing squared figures fro
echo shape has been found to be very sensitive to the IF Filter Shape used for the corr
The analysis has been anyway performed using the proper IF Filter Shape, the most upda
each measurement, in order to minimize the IF Filter Shape impact on the off-nadir pointin
sults (ref. par. 3.3).

• The algorithm itself is affected by an error, which is exponentially growing as the absolute
pointing value decreases.

From the following figure we can notice that the overall mispointing time series lies around a
ue of and that a very small increasing trend is evident after middle February (change
piloting system). That increment, being lower , can be anyway considered irrelevant be
in mind the uncertainties affecting the retrieved figures. On the other hand, because of tho
certainties, the mispointing figures during the whole mission could be considered assuming
from to . Please note that none of the values hereafter reported are suffering from th
blinding effect, being evaluated from data sensed over the latitude range [0, 35] deg.
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4.0  Products performance

The four ESA ground stations (Gatinueau, Kiruna, Mas Palomas and Prince Albert) pr
ERS-RA raw data to produce URA products and distribute them within three hours after sen
Before the beginning of cycle 44, the raw data received by the fourth ground station (P

Albert) were processed a week later at Gatineau; since the 28th June 1999 a network connectio
has been established between Prince Albert and Gatineau which allows also the data rece
Prince Albert to be processed and distributed in near real time. The quality of these
products is checked by PCS at ESA/ESRIN. (For more information on the ground stations;
earth1.esrin.esa.it/f/eeo3.324/0xc1cce41c_0x00006d3b).

The performance of the fast delivery products is determined by mean of the following criter

• Availability of Data and Quality Assessment: a summary of the percentages of availabl
available products and of all the features affecting their quality during cycles 52 and 53.

• Fast Delivery Data Summary

• Instrument Mode: an overall picture of the modes the instrument worked in during cycle
and 53.

• Look Up Tables (LUT) Status

• Data Comparison with Forecasts: the comparison of the fast delivery data with the fore
performed by ECMWF is useful to validate the URA products

4.1  URA Fast Delivery Products Short Description

Each product of the RA fast delivery data consists of:

• 1 MPH (Main Product Header): general information of the product such as sensing and g
eration time, the satellite position at sensing time, the ground station which acquired the
uct, the software used to process the data and some quality flags.

• 1 SPH (Specific Product Header): information on the auxiliary parameters used in th
processing of the product and some quality flags.

• 77 DSRs (Data Set Record)include information as wind speed and significant wave heig
instrument mode, geophysical corrections and some quality flags are part of it.

Note that only the data in ocean tracking mode are processed within the on-ground proc
chain and reported in the fast delivery products.
For more information on the URA products: http://earth1.esrin.esa.it/f/eeo2.267/pgersaltura

4.2  Availability of Data and Quality Assessment

The fast delivery data (URA) are checked every day by ESRIN/PCS for quality assurance
summary of all the most important features affecting the quality of the data during cycle
hereafter reported.

Percentage of not available products (relative to the nominal number for a cycle): 0.61%

Percentage of blank DSRs (relative to the nominal number for a cycle): 0.126%, of which 0.0
due to whole blank products and 0.063% due to products not totally blank.
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Note that the numbers here above (Table 3) are only relative to ocean products.

Percentage of flagged products relative to the Wet Tropospheric Correction: 0.11%

(a product is flagged if it contains more than 10 DSRs which all have the default value for the
Tropospheric correction instead of a value derived from the MWR measurements).

During cycle 52 all the parameters showed very good performances as it can be noticed in t
lowing figure which reports the global distribution of flagged parameters detected in the
products for the cycle.

Table 2: Percentage of products having one of the following flags set

Flag name Percentage(%)

HDDT 0.31

FS to Processor 0.0

Checksum Analysis 0.15

Formats/Sources 0.0

Auxiliary Data 0.0

Arithmetic Fault 0.0

Processor Status 0.0

Enough Measurement 1.09

Table 3: Percentage of products having one of the following parameters outside the
respective range

Parameter Percentage(%)

Peakiness out of [1.2, 1.7] 0.256

Sigma_0 out of [0., 24.] (dB) 0.185

Wind Speed out of [0., 25.] (m/s) 0.0

Significant Wave Height ot of [0., 12.] (m) less than 0.01
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ERS-2 URA Products Summary, Cycle 52
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The summary of all the most important features affecting the quality of the data during cycle
hereafter reported.

Percentage of not available products (relative to the nominal number for a cycle): 0.46%

Percentage of blank DSRs (relative to the nominal number for a cycle): 0.215%, of which 0.0
due to whole blank products and 0.15% due to products not totally blank.

Note that the numbers here above (Table 5) are only relative to ocean products.

Percentage of flagged products relative to the Wet Tropospheric Correction: 0.29%

(a product is flagged if it contains more than 10 DSRs which all have the default value for the
Tropospheric correction instead of a value derived from the MWR measurements).

During cycle 53 the parameters which behaviour have been worse than average are: Wet
spheric Correction and Blank Products.

The following figure shows the global distribution of flagged parameters detected in the
products for cycle 53, the ground stations visibilities can be noticed in the plots.

Table 4: Percentage of products having one of the following flags set

Flag name Percentage(%)

HDDT 1.52

FS to Processor 0.0

Checksum Analysis 0.54

Formats/Sources 0.0

Auxiliary Data 0.0

Arithmetic Fault 0.0

Processor Status 0.0

Enough Measurement 1.12

Table 5: Percentage of products having one of the following parameters outside the
respective range

Parameter Percentage(%)

Peakiness out of [1.2, 1.7] 0.14

Sigma_0 out of [0., 24.] (dB) 0.085

Wind Speed out of [0., 25.] (m/s) 0.01

Significant Wave Height ot of [0., 12.] (m) less than 0.01
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ERS-2 URA Products Summary, Cycle 53
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In relation to the previous picture here the description of flags meaning:

IF Gap: not nominal gap, between two files (Inter-file Gap)

Gap: nominal gap (due to descoping)

Groundtrack : no flagged products, everything is nominal

Wet Tr. : problem with the Wet Tropospheric correction

Version: problem with the Meteo Table version (auxiliary parameter used for the processing
ing the meteorological forecast)

Meteo: problem with the Meteo Table number (auxiliary parameter used for the processing
ing the meteorological forecast)

Blank: blank product, nominal (due to descoping)

Blank DSR: product with more than 5 blank DSRs over ocean, nominal (due to descoping)

Mode: not nominal instrument mode

Wspeed: problem with the Wind Speed (value out of [0., 25.] (m/s))

WHeight: problem with the Significant Wave Height (value out of [0., 12.] (m))

Peaki: problem with the Significant Wave Height (value out of [1.2, 1.7])

Sigma0: problem with the Significant Wave Height (value out of [0., 24.] (dB))

Blank: blank product

Blank DSR: product with more than 5 blank DSRs over ocean

MPH : Main Product Header flag set

SPH: Specific Product Header flag set

DSR: Data Set Record flag set

File: Missing File

Missprd: Missing Product, product counter not consecutive

Acq: problem with acquisition, gap within one file

Overlap: product overlapping with another one

Duplic: duplicated product
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4.3  Fast Delivery Data Summary

From the fast delivery data arriving every day at ESRIN/PCS, the relevant parameters are e
ed on a daily basis. For every parameter all the information relative to every cycle have been
aged on a geographical basis over pixels of 1 deg latitude per 1 deg longitude. They are re
in the following pictures, giving a global overview of the Radar Altimeter data for cycles 52
53.
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Worthwhile to notice in the previous plots the Wind Speed values over the polar regions. T
value, for cycles 52 and 53, are quite often identically equal to zero; they correspond to sig
values higher than 20 dBs for which the wind speed retrieval algorithm used for the fast de
URA data gets saturated.
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During cycles 50 and 51 the special event regarding the up-load of the mono-gyro piloting
ware (ref. Cyclic Report for cycles 50 and 51, APP-ADQ/PCS/RA00-003, par. 4.6) has had
ence on the quality of the fast delivery products. For this reason the three most impo
geophysical parameters retrieved from the Radar Altimeter measurements (Significant
Height, Sigma_0/Wind Speed and Range) have been carefully analysed. This in order to es
if and how the event could have caused changes on their values. This analysis has been
formed, in a more accurate way, after the publication of the Report dedicated to cycles 50 a
For this reason the results are published here even if they are related to data recorded dur
cles 50 and 51.

After having performed a simulation using the mispointing values along the orbit which had
retrieved with a method very similar to the one in par 3.4.1, the conclusions are the following
Gyro 5 piloting and no Sun Blinding effect):

• The SWH has not been influenced by the change of the platform piloting system (result 
firmed also by ECMWF); the impact is of -4.9 mm.

• The impact on the Range, being of -1.2 mm, can be considered negligible.

• The impact on the Sigma_0, being of 0.047 dBs, can be disregarded.

The results obtained with the simulation are confirmed by the real data averaged Sigma_0
plotted hereafter. The impact of the of the different configurations tested after the softwar
load are clearly visible in the following plot. It has to be remarked anyway that this paramete
suffered of a anomalous drop already on January the 16th when its value had decreased of 0.2-0
dBs. After that anomaly but before the mono-gyro software up-load, the average value fo
back-scatter coefficient was about 10.75 dBs. The Sigma_0 had then a mean value of 10.
for Gyro 6 (-0.26 dBs) and of 10.58 dBs for Gyro 5 (-0.17 dBs) while the less accurate poin
related to the Fine Pointing Mode caused even lower backscattering values. In order to dete
the real effect of the new attitude configuration, avoiding the Sun Blinding effects it is nece
to consider the data after March the 3rd. After that date the Sigma_0 average values come
to a higher figure of 10.69 dBs which is 0.06 dBs below the average back-scatter coefficien
the 16th January drop; for the wind speed this means an increase of 20 cm/s.
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The Sigma_0 drop occurred on the 16th of January deserves a further comment. Even if it h
been extensively investigated during the last period, no instrumental problem has been pin
ed to explain the event. This allow us to identify the cause of the drop in a anomalous eve
garding the antenna or the Front End Electronics which are not included in the Int
Calibration path. The value of the Fast Delivery parameters will be soon corrected with the
duction of a new Look Up Table.
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The Peakiness, being related to the peakedness of the returned echo waveforms, represent
able quality parameter for the raw data. Over Ocean areas you expect smooth waveforms (r
3.4) while over Ice area the expected shape is more peaky. For ocean-like waveforms the
ness should be in the range [1.2, 1.7]; in case higher peakiness values over ocean surface
be recorded, this would be index of an anomalous received signal.
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Together with the Wind Speed mentioned before, also the Wet Tropospheric correction v
over the polar regions deserve a comment: the high values are not a consequence of the ge
cal conditions in those areas; they are due the fact that the algorithm used to retrieve the cor
from the brightness temperatures gives valid results only over ocean areas.
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4.4  Instrument Mode

During nominal operations the Radar Altimeter works alternatively in Ocean and Ice Modes
two modes differ basically on the resolution of the altimetric range measurements and on t
pability to maintain the “lock” with the backscattered echo. In Ocean Mode the resolution is h
er but the instrument can easily loose the tracking when flying over surfaces characterised b
slope variations. On the other hand in Ice Mode the resolution is lower but the instrumen
ceeds in keeping the tracking also when flying over very steep terrains. The switch from Oce
Ice Mode and vice-versa is not performed automatically by the instrument, but it is comma
following the water/ground borders indicated by the Ice/Ocean mask. Within both the Ice
Ocean Modes, two sub-modes can be distinguished: Tracking and Acquisition Modes, which
been already mentioned in the paragraph dedicated to the Instrument Performances.

The following maps report a summary of the four principal operative working modes during
cles 52 and 53.
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The following picture reports a global view of the modes the Radar Altimeter was operatio
working in, during cycles 52 and 53.

The descoping strategy can be seen from to the clusters of blank products (yellow). A
temporary strategy was adopted in cycle 41 and 42 due to GOME operational require
(http://earth1.esrin.esa.it/f/eeo4.10069/eeo4.96), starting from cycle 43 the nominal strate
been reintroduced, so during cycles 52 and 53 the descoping has been implemented us
nominal plan. (For more information on the descoping strategy: http://earth1.esrin.es
eeo4.42/oppla)

The SPTR/PTN calibration strategy performed over central Asia is easily discernible.
Instrument works permanently first in Ocean Tracking and then in Ice Tracking Mode, due t
presetting mode used during the calibration. The data in SPTR Ice Mode measured durin
campaign are used to evaluate the IF Filter Shape presented in par. 3.3.

The area covered by the SPTR/PTN campaign, starting from cycle 43, has been and will
the future bigger than before. This because, from cycle 43 on, the campaign has been and
performed in the future every day instead of every three days as it was previously planned
decision of performing the calibration campaign more often has been taken in order to min
the probability to have periods between two anomalies without any SPTR measurement.
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the SPTR measurements affected by quasi-random abrupt changes in case of inst
anomalies, the situation of having two subsequent anomalies without any SPTR calib
campaign will cause the impossibility to produce a completely trustable SPTR calibra
correction for the altimetric range values recorded during that period. A solution to this pro
had been proposed by Richard Francis and Monica Roca in early 1996, but it has been n
operationally implemented due to difficulties in the operational retrieval of several param
useful for the algorithm execution.

The mountainous structures can be noticed in relation to the dark green signs represent
Acquisition mode. Of course this is due to the loose of lock caused by the steep gr
morphology in those zones.

In comparison to the previous cycles up to cycle 40, the Ice/Ocean discrimination follows m
better the shape of the continents. From cycle 41 a new Ocean/Ice mask have bee
operationally. The improvements are related to the shape of the land (see South America,
Europe and Africa) and to the shape of the ice caps in Antarctica and in Greenland. (For
information http://earth1.esrin.esa.it/f/eeo4.39/RA-Altimeter).
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ERS-2 Radar Altimeter: Working modes, Cycle 52
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ERS-2 Radar Altimeter: Working modes, Cycle 53
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4.5  Look Up Tables Status

The Look Up Tables (LUT) contain auxiliary parameters used in the on-ground processing. T
parameters need, from time to time, to be updated. In those cases, new versions of the tabl
taining the parameters have to be produced and loaded in memory at the ground stations.
cycles 52 and 53 no change occurred in the LUT status as shown in the following figures.
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4.6  Special Events

During cycles 52 and 53 no special event influenced the instrument performances.

4.7  Data Comparison with forecasts

Extracted from the ECMWF report on ERS-2 RA for April and May 2000 we can report
following results related to the comparison between the ERS-2 measured parameters a
ones evaluated at the ECMWF (For more information: ecmwf_alt_apr00.pdf
ecmwf_alt_may00.pdf):

For April 2000:

Wind Speed Comparison between the ECMWF and the ERS-2 RA wind speeds (bias):

• Global: 0.555 m/s

• Northern Hemisphere: 0.459 m/s

• Tropics: 0.375 m/s

• Southern Hemisphere: 0.723m/s

Significant Wave Height Comparison between the ECMWF and the ERS-2 RA significant w
heights (bias):

• Global: -0.012 m

• Northern Hemisphere: 0.055 m

• Tropics: 0.043 m

• Southern Hemisphere: -0.026 m

For May 2000:

Wind Speed Comparison between the ECMWF and the ERS-2 RA wind speeds (bias):

• Global: 0.569 m/s

• Northern Hemisphere: 0.184 m/s

• Tropics: 0.484 m/s

• Southern Hemisphere: 0.838 m/s

Significant Wave Height Comparison between the ECMWF and the ERS-2 RA significant w
heights (bias):

• Global: -0.011 m

• Northern Hemisphere: 0.056 m

• Tropics: -0.050 m

• Southern Hemisphere: -0.020 m
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The ECMWF remarks the problem of a too high bias between their wind speed and th

recovered one. This value has been influenced by two problems: the 16th January drop (already
happened in cycle 49, ref. par. 4.3) and the impact of the new attitude control software
Cyclic Report for cycles 50 and 51, APP-ADQ/PCS/RA00-003, par. 4.6) has been demons
to have a very limited effect (ref. par. 4.3).
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